Language Course Enrollment At Global Sites (Excludes Shanghai, Abu Dhabi, New York)

Please remember that all global site courses (excludes Shanghai, Abu Dhabi, New York) listed as blended instruction mode in Albert are available for 100% remote synchronous instruction.

- If you are currently taking a language course at NYU, please register for the next level in the sequence if available. If it’s not available, please register for a New York section or send an email to global.academics@nyu.edu to inquire about availability. For New York courses, please contact the New York language department. If you are an absolute beginner in the language, please register for the first level.
- If you have credit from an AP, IB, or SAT II language test taken in the last 18 months, you should be able to register for your language course. Please find the appropriate level course on the language department's website. Be sure to validate your courses and reach out to global.academics@nyu.edu if you have any trouble validating.
  - For incoming First-Year and Transfer students: If your test credit is not yet reflected in your Albert account, please send us documentation with your score (screenshot will suffice), and we will assist you in registering for the appropriate course.
- If you fall into any of the following categories please take the CAS Online Language Placement Exam:
  - Have some experience in the language but have not taken a university-level course in the language
  - Do not have credit from an AP, IB, or SAT II language test taken in the last 18 months.
- Once you take the CAS Online Language Placement Exam:
  - If you place into a course beyond the elementary level through the CAS placement test please email global.academics@nyu.edu and provide your CAS placement test score to receive a one-time use permission number specific to the section you wish to enroll in.
- If you are a Native/Heritage Speaker, please write to global.academics@nyu.edu for additional assistance with registration and placement. Native/Native speakers should NOT take the CAS placement test.
- If you need placement for Czech, please email global.academics@nyu.edu for assistance as Czech is not one of the language options offered on the online placement exam.
- If you are unable to register on Albert for an advanced language course but feel that you have satisfied the prerequisites, please write to global.academics@nyu.edu and provide proof of your eligibility.
- If you are planning to take a non-entry level language course at a Global site and have not taken a prior NYU course in that language, please review the language placement instructions.
- If you are planning to take a NYU Shanghai Home campus language course, please be in touch with your Go Local Shanghai Academic Advisor or shanghai.golocal.advising@nyu.edu if you need assistance. There is no language requirement for NYU Shanghai Go Local.